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Fractional Currency Literature
By Benny Bolin

FRACTIONAL CURRENCY WAS PRINTED IN FIVE
issues between 1862 and 1876. During those 15 years, 369

million dollars of fractional was printed. After redemption,
there is an estimated 1.8 million dollars, or 1/10th of one per-
cent still extant.

The phrase "buy the book before the note," is especially
important in lesser known collecting areas, like Fractional
Currency. Fractional Currency has few experts to rely on, so
it is important that the collector/researcher find adequate ref-
erences to work from. However, only eight references have
been written with a major portion dedicated to Fractional
Currency, so the collector/researcher has to rely on other
types of literature to find the information needed. Besides ref-
erence books, auction catalogs, dealer fixed price lists, original
articles and historical books/biographies must be used.

Reference books
United States Paper Money; A Reference List Of Paper

Money, including Fractional Currency issued since 1861 by George
H. Blake 1908. One of the earliest reference books on paper
money, this book had a large section on Fractional Currency.
It starts with a nice history of fractional and has descriptive
information on all five issues. It also includes a chart showing
up-to-date redemption and outstanding amounts.

Fractional Currency of the United States by Daniel Webster
Valentine, 1924, was the first comprehensive reference on
Fractional Currency and was based on F.C.C. Boyd's extensive

collection. The
idea for the work
was born in 1913
at the New York
Numismatic
Club. A commit-
tee was appointed
to "revise and
arrange a list as
complete as in
their power."
Valentine was
appointed chair-
man and his com-
mittee members
included David
Proskey, George
H. Blake and
Boyd. Most of
the work was

done by Valentine. The book remained the standard refer-
ence for Fractional Currency for almost 40 years. Valentine's
is a very extensive reference, divided into two volumes (con-
tained in the same binding). The first volume outlines the his-
tory and descriptions of the issues. The second volume is the
actual catalog of the types and varieties and assigns them a
Valentine number. The book was published in hardbound
and softbound copies.

Schultz's Checking List of Fractional Currency by Walter F.
Schultz, 1935. This reference, published by Walter Schultz of
Dallas, TX is thought by many to be the rarest Fractional
Currency reference. He was not satisfied with any book avail-

able, so he wrote his own. Schultz wanted a simpler, yet more
complete work than existed at the time. He desired a "refer-
ence book that would positively identify every type and variety
in a brief, clear and orderly manner, without any confusing
and unnecessary details." The compiler actually did two edi-
tions of his reference, but the only difference between the two
is that the latter edition has information about the third issue
Grant/Sherman essay.

United States Postage Currency and Fractional Currency and
Classified List of U.S. Postage and Fractional Currency by Dr.
Frank A. Limpert. Dr. Limpert, a retired dentist, wrote his
first book in 1946 with an eye to the historical details of the
men pictured on the notes. He was very interested in the his-
tory of the notes and with sharing this historical information
with others. His supplement, The Checklist, published in 1947
provided less historical information on the notes, but did
detail them and had prices listed.

United States Postage d.7' Fractional Currency by Art
Christoph and Chet Krause, 1958. This oversized book on
Fractional and Postage Currency is actually a reprint from a
Numismatic News article on the subject by Christoph and
Krause. Published in 1958, the book shows the notes in large
size with great detail as well as individual placement of notes
on sheets.

A Guide Book of United States Fractional Currency by Matt
Rothert, 1963. Matt Rothert's book incorporates much of the
same information as previous references as far as the history of
the series goes, but it gave up to date valuations and included
new finds and variations not outlined in other references.
Although very simple in approach, it was a major break-
through in the hobby and was the major reference until 1978.

The Encyclopedia of Unites States Fractional & Postal
Currency by Milton R. Friedberg; edited by Martin Gengerke.
1978. In 1978, Milt Friedberg (no relation to Robert
Friedberg) published his massive Encyclopedia. It is the most
in-depth reference of Fractional Currency ever published and
stands that way today. Besides the history of the notes, Milt
also includes ALL varieties, including errors, paper and ink
variations,
courtesy auto-
graphs, speci-
mens, proofs
and experimen-
tals.

Milt began
collecting
Fractional
Currency in the
1960s working
with Lester
Merkin. As his
own collection
grew, he began
keeping notes
about every
note known in
the references
on individual
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loose leaf notebook pages and added to them as he found more
information. When he found an unlisted note, he would make
a new page. These eventually filled over ten three-inch
binders and were the basis for the encyclopedia.

These original binders with information pages exist today
in the authors' library and are a wealth of information. The
encyclopedia was published in softcover, hardcover and a lim-
ited edition (50) interleaved blue cover book. Milt gave the
Fractional Currency collectors club permission to continue to
update his encyclopedia and make it available to new mem-
bers. A short time ago, Milt, in collaboration with a few mem-
bers of the FCCB did a supplemental "Simplified Edition"
aimed at new collectors. Both of these works are still part of
the new member packet of the FCCB. Sadly, due to a stroke a
few years ago, Milt is unable to attend shows and conventions
and is missed by all who knew him.

A Collector's Guide to Postage & Fractional Currency by
Robert Kravitz, 2003. The newest reference on Fractional

Currency was
written by
long-time deal-
er, Robert
Kravitz. His
hope was to
have an up-to-
date book that
is as easily read
as Rothert's,
goes beyond
the basics of
Robert
Friedberg's but
is less complex
than Milt
Friedberg's
encyclopedia.
Kravitz cata-
logs all the

notes using the three major cataloging systems, Milton #s,
Robert Friedberg #s and Krause-Lemke #s. He employs an
easy to use and understand rarity system and goes into much
depth, not only in the history of the series, the times and the
men on the notes, but also on the actual notes themselves as to
variations, size, etc.

Articles
Due to the relatively small number of reference books,

information on Fractional Currency must be supplemented
elsewhere. One of the most important sources of information
is original articles that are published after in-depth research on
a subject. One of the earliest articles of this type written on
Fractional Currency was by Thomas Cunningham of
Mohawk, NY, and a close personal friend of F. E. Spinner.
He was one of the earliest collectors of Fractional Currency,
getting many of his notes directly from Spinner. His article
was published in the American Journal of Numismatics, volume
XXIV, #4 (1893). Cunningham makes a listing of all the
known fractional notes at the time, and interestingly combines
the fourth and fifth issues into one.

While there are many venues to find these articles, the
journal of the Society of Paper Money Collectors Paper Money
has long been one of the most popular choices. Since its
inception in 1962, our journal has published many important
and ground-breaking works on Fractional Currency. This
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culminated in January 2003 when the journal had an entire
special issue devoted to Fractional Currency. Other places to
find original articles are in the numismatic press, most notably
Bank Note Reporter, Coin World and Numismatic News. Club
publications such as The Numismatist, The Rag-Picker and the
Fractional Currency Collector's Board Newsletter also at times
yield original articles.

Fixed Price Lists
Fixed price lists were printed by dealers showing their

available inventory of notes. Researches and collectors use
these to not only identify various notes and varieties, but also
to pedigree notes and follow them for years. The rarest fixed
price list in Fractional Currency is the Frossard list which had
all the notes from Spencer Morton Clark's collection in it.
Special List #8--October 1, 1893. Unique Collection of
Essays & Proofs
of U. S.
Fractional
Currency sold by
Ed. Frossard a
New York dealer.
"This unique col-
lection of essays
and proofs of
U.S. Fractional
Currency was
formed by the
late Mr. S.M.
Clark of the
Bureau of
Engraving and
Printing, U. S.
Treasury,
Washington,
D.C." It listed
70 pieces, most
unique, from the personal collection of Spencer Morton
Clark. After Clark's death, a collector bought the collection
from his wife and eventually gave it over to Frossard for sale.
All notes listed are marked on the back in gold/bronze ink
with the corresponding number on the list.

Scott's Coin and Stamp had one of the earliest, if not the
earliest listing of Fractional Currency. Interestingly, it was

first published in
1879, less than
three years after
production of
Fractional
Currency ceased.
B. Max Mehl had
many auctions
and lists with
Fractional
Currency in them
as did Hesslein,
Bluestone,
Donlon,
Raymond, et al.
The green list
was printed by
Lester Merkin in
1963. It is his list
#4 and is primari-
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ly the listing of the Caldfield Collection of fractional which he
was selling. Len and Jean Glazer formed Fractional Currency,
Inc. and issued many price lists and auction catalogs that are
now standard references to the hobby.

Auction Catalogs
All of the

major auction
houses included
some lots of
Fractional
Currency in their
sales even while
fractional was still
being printed as
evidenced by the
Bangs auction of
1869. At the time
of the sale, the
third issue of frac-
tional was still
being printed.
The auction
included one lot
of "Postage
Currency—All

Different." These early catalogs are utilized by collectors and
researchers for variety identification and note pedigrees. The
Monroe J. Friedman auction conducted in 1903 by S.H. and
Henry Chapman was touted as "the finest series ever offered
at auction." It had many important notes, including 158 regu-
lar issue notes, 67 sheets and/or multiples and 54 experimen-
tals. Many of the sheets are the fourth issue sheets that were
in the John J. Ford, Jr., collection that was recently sold by
Stack's. Many other of the notes have not been seen since this
auction and are not listed in the Friedberg Encyclopedia.

Some auction sales were the collections of authors of
Fractional
Currency refer-
ences. Stack's
sold the Dr.
Frank Limpert
collection in
1955. American
Auction
Association sold
Matt Rothert's
collection in
1973. One of the
most sought after
catalogs of the
time is Abe
Kosoff's catalog
of the ANA sale
of 1958. This
sale contained
the Maurice Burgett collection of Fractional Currency.
However, the original auction catalog did not contain any
photographs of the notes. Kosoff corrected this by publishing
a well illustrated supplemental catalog of just the Burgett col-
lection. It was published on October 1, 1958, and dedicated to
F.C.C. Boyd who had passed away just three weeks earlier, on
September 7, 1958. It has a vignette of Samuel Dexter and is
covered in a very distinctive "crackled, onion skin" paper.

A new auction house entered into the fray during this
time, Pine Tree Auctions which became NASCA and is now
R.M. Smythe. They have sold and continued to sell many
important Fractional Currency notes and collections, includ-
ing the Rocky Rockholt collection in September 1981.

Len Glazer, Allen Mincho and Kevin Foley formed
Currency Auctions of America (CAA) in 1990 and had their
first sale at the
St. Louis Paper
Money show
November 9 &
10 of that year.
Since that time,
they have pro-
duced over 40
auctions,
including the
fabulous Milton
Friedberg col-
lection and the
only two com-
plete collec-
tions of regular
issue notes, the
Martin
Gengerke col-
lection in
February 1995 and the Tom O'Mara collection in May 2005.
They have also auctioned many other notable collections,
including the Marchioni, Leichty, Lee and Hoffman collec-
tions. Their auction catalogs are very valuable references, not
only for the breadth and depth of the notes, but for the way
they are presented, with many historical details, pedigrees and
information on the individual varieties.

Other Books
During academic research projects or other endeavors,

many modern books have been written about some of the men
depicted on Fractional Currency. These are important as
well, not only for the information about the men, but also
information about the times and especially the economic
events and climate. In order for researchers to fully under-
stand the events related to Fractional Currency, a study of the
people important in the series is also necessary.

Stanton: The Life and Times of Lincoln's Secretary of War
was written in 1962 by Benjamin P. Thomas and finished by
Harold M. Hyman upon Thomas' death, published by Alfred
A. Knopf of New York. The book records the life of Edwin
McMasters Stanton, one of the most controversial figures in
American politics. As Secretary of War, he marshaled the
Union troops during the Civil War and afterwards played a
very prominent role in the impeachment process of President
Andrew Johnson.

Inside Lincoln's Cabinet: The Civil War Diaries of Salmon P.
Chase was published in 1954 by Longmans, Green & Co. It
seems that not long after Chase's death, his actual diaries were
scattered and this book is an attempt by editor David Donald
to present them in full form once again. The book provides
much insight to the political and economical climate and
events of the time.

The Life and Public Services of William Pitt Fessenden was a
two volume book, contained in one cover, written by his son,
Francis. It was published by Houghton, Mifflin and Company
of New York in November 1907. The work covers
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First Issue
Fr.1229 50 PCGS CU61 Perforated edges with no monogram on back,
excellent eye appeal for the grade 	 $550

Fr. 1230 50 PCGS CU63 Straight edges with ABC monogram accompa-
nying full back margins, a very nice note $395

Fr. 1230 50 PCGS CU64 Premium paper qual-
ity. A nicer note than the one listed above with
excellent margins all around $450

Fr. 1241 100 PCGS CU63 Premium paper qual-
ity. Perforated margins with no monogram on
back, vivid design and color $795

Second Issue
Fr. 1232 50 PCGS CU61 A nearly flawless note except for tight right mar-
gin, excellent bronze overprint 	 $225

Fr. 1245 100 PCGS CU63 Surcharge "18-63" on the back of this uncir-
culated example $325

Fr. 1246 100 PCGS XF40
Surcharge "S-18-63" on back of
this hard to find note $125

Fr. 1246 100 PCGS CU61
Same as the example above
except in an uncirculated holder,
sure to sell fast at $145

Fr. 1246 100 PCGS CU64
Premium paper quality and the
best of these three notes.
Fantastic eye appeal and fullness
of color especially in the bronze overprint, priced well at $395

Fr. 1247 100 PCGS CU66 Surcharge "1-
18-63" on back of note that has it all Bright
white paper, color, detail, eye appeal, grade
and margins are all extraordinary on this
very scarce note $1,400

Fr. 1284 250 PCGS CU66 Premium paper
quality with surcharge "18-63" on back. This
is an incredible note! Superior color espe-
cially on the back, broad margins all around
on this rare and colorful note $1,400

Fr. 1322 500 PCGS VF35 Surcharge "T-1-18-63" on bright red back,
printed on fiber paper with nice margins, scarce in any grade $250

Third Issue
Fr. 1226 30 PCGS CU66 With light background to portrait and full even
margins on the face. Incredible note with superb color especially on the
back $995
Fr. 1236 50 PCGS CU64 Premium paper quality with red back and nice
margins. A scarce note especially in an uncirculated holder $525

Fr. 1238 50 PCGS AU58 Premium paper quality with a dark green back.
A very pleasing note $200

Fr. 1238 so PCGS CU63 Premium paper quality. An uncirculated exam-
ple of the note listed above $350
Fr. 1238 50 PCGS CU64 Premium paper quality. The nicest of the trio
with broad margins and dark green back $425

Fr. 1251 100 PCGS CU64 Premium paper quality. Red back with printed
signatures of Colby and
Spinner. Exceptional detail
and vivid color especially on
the back $425

Fr. 1253 100 PCGS CU63
Premium paper quality.
Bright red back with auto-
graphed signatures of Colby
and Spinner, superb eye
appeal, three broad margins
and vivid bronze overlay on
this scarce variety $525

Fr. 1291 250 PCGS CU63 Exceptional eye appeal on bright white paper.
The red back is intense and vivid on this scarce note $395

Fr. 1292 250 PCGS CU64 Premium paper quality. Red back with posi-
tion indicator "A" on the front of this scarce note. Outstanding eye
appeal $525

Fr. 1295 250 PCGS CU63 Premium paper quality. Green back with posi-
tion indicator "A" on the front.
Bronze overlay is bright and
reflective coupled with fantastic
embossing on the back $325

Fr. 1297 250 PCGS CU62
Green back with Surcharge "M-
2-6-5" on fiber paper. A pleasing
note on this very scarce vari-
ety $595

Fr. 1328 500 PCGS CU63 Dark red back with autographed signatures
of Colby and Spinner. Nice margins all around with Colby vanity signa-
ture $750

Fourth Issue
Fr. 1261 100 CU64 Small red seal on watermark paper with violet silk
fibers and a blue front right side. 	 Excellent margins, vivid color, and
exceptional eye appeal. A real winner 	 $350

Fr. 1267 150 PCGS XF40 Large red seal on watermarked paper with pink
silk fibers. A great looking scarce note with four broad margins $300

Fr. 1267 150 PCGS CU65 Premium paper quality. Same note as above
but in a Gem holder and a remarkably darker red seal. For those who want
this scarce Gem type note $700

Fr. 1271 150 PCGS VF35 Small red seal with violet fibers and blue front
right side on this pleasing yet popular note $175

Fr. 1271 150 PCGS CU61 Similar to the above note, except uncirculat-
ed with broad margins all around $325

Fr. 1307 250 PCGS CU64 Very choice note. Small red seal on water-
marked paper with blue front right side. Exceptional detail and color on

front with a dark green back on
bright paper $475

Fr. 1379 500 PCGS CU64
Green seal on paper with light
violet fibers and blue front right
side. Broad margins on all sides
with great detail and an unusual-
ly high amount of fibers visible on
the back $395

Fr. 1265 100 PCGS AU55 Red seal with long thin key, good margins and
bright red seal $110

Fr. 1265 100 PCGS CU64 Similar but a very choice Uncirculated speci-
men $175

Fr. 1266 100 PCGS CU63 Dark red seal with short, thick key and vivid
color and contrast $145

Fifth Issue
Fr. 1308 250 PCGS CU63 Red seal with long, thin key with good detail
and bright colors 	 $130
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Fessenden's life from his birth to his service as Senator from
Maine and Secretary of the Treasury to his last years.

The Life and Public Services of Samuel Portland Chase was
written by J.W. Schuckers, and published by D. Appleton and
Company of New York in 1874. As with most of these books,
it covers his life from start to end and concentrates on his gov-
ernment service as Supreme Court Chief Justice and Secretary
of the Treasury. The original is apparently rare, with only the
author's copy known to him. Fortunately, for researchers the
book was republished in the 1970s making it readily available.

Other types of references that collectors and researchers
can use include Memorial books and the Laban Heath

Counterfeit Detectors.
Memorial books were
printed by the gov-
ernment to eulogize
prominent officials'
deaths. Those
involved in Fractional
Currency history that
have memorial books
are President
Lincoln, William P.
Fessenden, General
Grant, General
Sherman, F. E .

Spinner and
President Garfield.
Heath counterfeit
detectors come in
many sizes and some
have plates of coun-

terfeit and real Fractional Currency.
Baker Book

During the early years of Fractional Currency produc-
tion, Spencer Morton Clark, became the first superintendent
of the National Currency Bureau (later, the BEP). He was a
very important man to fractional since he brought the printing
into the hands of the government, devised many anti-counter-
feiting ideas, and advanced the nation's security printing to
new levels. Along the way, he made many powerful enemies.
Banknote companies were angry that he was trying to take
away their business. From that day forth, they tried many
things to sully Clark's reputation and get him removed from
his position.

One of their main actions focused on the workforce at the
bureau. Due to the Civil War and the resultant shortage of
male workers, Clark employed a large force of women. The
rumors became extreme that Clark had made the bureau into a
very large brothel. It was said that women were hired based
on their looks and in return for sexual favors. Secretary of the
Treasury, Chase, asked the Department of War to have an
investigator look into these allegations.

Lafayette C. Baker, who is credited with founding the
Secret Service, was appointed. Baker went about the investi-
gation gung-ho and made allegations that led to the suspen-
sion of Clark and the arrest of Stuart Gwynn, who was respon-
sible for developing many of the paper types and anti-counter-
feiting ideas. When Baker was asked for his proof, he manu-
factured tawdry tales, lies and relied on paid witnesses and
prostitutes. A special Congressional committee was assembled
to hear the charges, chaired by future President James
Garfield. Eventually Clark and Gwynn were exonerated.
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This	 entire
episode in
Fractional Currency
makes fascinating
reading. It reads
like a modern day
soap opera. Baker
presented an
Official Report to
the committee in
June 1864. In it he
states that "his
[Gwynn's] criminal-
ity consists in his
willfully and
wickedly defrauding
the government of
the United States in
this: That while rep-
resenting to the
Secretary of the Treasury his ability to improve the Fractional
Currency of the country, he has been pursuing a course of
experiments involving the outlay of enormous sums of money,
bringing disgrace upon the Treasury Department by his
abortive attempts at postal currency in the prosecution of an
untried scheme or idea which he never before had the means
to develop."

Regarding Clark, he wrote "these affidavits disclose a
mass of immorality and profligacy, the most atrocious as these
women were employees of Clark, hired and paid by him, with
the public money. These women seem to have been selected
in the Printing Bureau for their youth and personal attrac-
tions. Neither the laws of God nor of man have been respect-
ed by Clark in his conduct with these women."

The Garfield committee found the evidence lacking, the
allegations untrue, and formally acquitted both Gwynn and
Clark. After the decision, Baker wrote in his book "when it
was discovered that I would not bend to party dictation and
shield the guilty, my official acts and labors were not only
ignored, but an attempt was made to brand me a conspirator.
I was the target of unjust and cruel censure."

Baker wrote his own account of his founding of the U.S.
Secret Service, the History of the United States Secret Service.
His original book was published in 1867, with 46 chapters and
704 pages. Baker devoted four chapters to the great Treasury
conspiracy and investigation. This book is fairly rare and
prized by collectors.

Interestingly, a second printing of the book was done in
1894. This edition is only 398 pages in length with only 28
chapters. Notably missing are the chapters on the treasury
scandal. The author has found a total of five different print-
ings of this book, including one soft cover.

Jacob Mogelever's book Death to Traitors, reports the
truth of what happened in this scandal and how Baker con-
cocted his stories and manufactured his witnesses. These
books and the Garfield committee report and the Baker report
make fascinating reading.

While the above is nowhere near a complete compendi-
um of all the references available to collectors who desire
more information on Fractional Currency, it does show that in
order to get to the true heart of the subject, one must use
resources other than straight reference books and improvise to
find the knowledge.
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